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Illusive & Hitachi ID Privileged
Access Manager

Reinforce Privileged Account Security
for Deception
Illusive has partnered with Hitachi ID Systems to seamlessly incorporate Privileged Account Management into the
deployment and administration of the Illusive Active Defense Suite. The integration with Hitachi ID Privileged Access
Manager enhances the security around privileged credential retrieval when managing all tasks within the Illusive Active
Defense Suite, and securely enables the agentless distribution of data deceptions, the collection of attacker forensics and the
discovery and removal of cached connections and credentials on endpoints. Ultimately, this partnership helps organizations
comply with the most stringent security policies for highly privileged administrators when implementing next-generation
deception technology.

With Illusive and Hitachi ID Systems working in tandem,
your organization reaps the following advantages:
Temporary passwords on demand for
endpoint deception distribution

Harden deception security by eliminating
local credential storage

Implement deception with the strictest
privileged credential policies

Easily comply with global privileged account
standards and procedures

How Illusive and Hitachi Work Together to Securely Implement Deception
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Illusive communicates with Hitachi
Password Safe, which acts as a broker to
obtain a temporary password that allows
agentless distribution to be performed
Illusive Management
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Illusive leverages a proprietary
system to begin agentless
distribution on endpoints
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Illusive Management

User securely obtains administrator
privileges to seamlessly deploy
Illusive technology through the
Hitachi framework

Organizations can now plant
deceptions, collect forensics, and
remove cached credentials and
connections on endpoints
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Inescapable Deceptions within PAM through
Illusive and Hitachi ID Systems

Illusive’s Active Defense Suite is a vital part of a diversified
detection strategy, filling an important attacker lateral
movement detection gap in existing perimeter defenses.
Each of the products in the Illusive Active Defense Suite play
an important role in preventing attackers from achieving
their objectives by creating a hostile environment and
accelerating the time to detection for an attacker that has
established a beachhead.

Your organization has spent countless years and resources
to build an effective privileged access management strategy
around Hitachi ID Privileged Access Management, and
your deception technology should safely fit inside it. The
Illusive Active Defense Suite requires no new hoops for
Hitachi ID Systems customers to jump through, and securely
blankets the network with deceptions that trick attackers into
revealing their presence after a breach.

Attack Surface Manager (ASM) continuously analyzes and
removes unnecessary credentials and pathways, reducing
the attack surface.
Attack Detection System (ADS) makes it impossible for
attackers to move laterally by transforming every endpoint
into a web of deceptions.

With the Illusive-Hitachi integration, there is no need for
creating new privileged accounts that go around your PAM
framework, or for storing fixed credentials for those accounts;
temporary credentials can be generated on demand from
within the Hitachi ID Privileged Access Management solution
your organization is already comfortable using to secure
privileged access.

Attack Intelligence System (AIS) delivers human readable
on-demand telemetry for current attacker activities to speed
investigation and remediation.

Illusive and Hitachi ID Systems in Collaboration:
Key Benefits
■ Add a mutually reinforced security layer to your
deception and PAM platforms
■ Security without need for fixed credentials to implement
deception on endpoints
■ No interruptions to PAM protection when deploying
deception technology
■ Align deception to comply with the most stringent PAM
rules and standards

About Illusive

About Hitachi

Illusive reduces cyber risk by shrinking the attack
surface and stopping attacker lateral movement. Despite
significant investments, it’s still difficult to see and stop
attackers moving inside your environment. Illusive was
founded by nation-state attackers who developed a
solution to beat attackers. We help Fortune 100 companies
protect their critical assets, including the largest global
financials and global pharmaceuticals. Illusive has
participated in over 130+ red team exercises and has never
lost one! To learn more, visit www.illusive.com

Hitachi ID Systems, Inc. delivers Identity and access
management (IAM) solutions to organizations globally,
including many of the Fortune 500 companies. The
Hitachi ID Identity and Access Management Suite
is a fully integrated solution for managing identities,
security entitlements and credentials, for both business
users and shared/privileged accounts, on-premises
and in the cloud.
The Hitachi ID Suite is well known in the marketplace
for high scalability, fault tolerance, a pragmatic design
and low total cost of ownership (TCO). Hitachi ID is
recognized by customers and analysts for industry
leading customer service.
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